
12 Week Cyclosportive Training Plan – Beginner – from www.andycookcycling.com 

 

 

  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
1 

  Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY REST DAY Cycling Cycling 

Duration 1 hr   1hr     1hr 1 hr 

Instructions 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

    

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Plan a flattish 
route and use it 
for the next few 
weeks. 
Concentrate on 
cadence 

  
 Use the same 
route. 

    

 Try to inject a 
few harder efforts 
to gauge levels of 
exertion 

 Take a friend 
with you and chat 
as you go along. 
Make sure they 
are of a similar 
ability so that you 
don't end up 
"racing" each 
other! 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
2 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 

Duration   1hr   1 hr   1 hr 1.5 hr 

Instructions   

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90-95 rpm - 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm,- 
followed by 10 
mins easy @ 
80rpm,- then 5 
mins brisk @ 110 
rpm, - warm 
down for 20 mins 
to a steady pace 
@ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Check your bike- 
so that it’s ready 
to go out on next 
time. 

Trying not to 
conduct a test 
make a simple 
comparison based 
on effort from the 
first ride last 
week. 

  

Introducing some 
effort sessions to 
start to increase 
anaerobic fitness. 
Concentrate on 
the cadence and 
smooth pedalling 
style 

  

Again try to inject 
a few harder 
efforts to gauge 
levels of exertion 

 Take a friend 
with you and chat 
as you go along. 
Make sure they 
are of a similar 
ability so that you 
don't end up 
"racing" each 
other! 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
3 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1 hr   1 hr   1 - 1.5hrs 1.5 hr - 2 hrs 

Instructions   

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90-95 rpm - 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm,- 
followed by 10 
mins easy @ 
80rpm,- then 5 
mins brisk @ 110 
rpm, - warm 
down for 20 mins 
to a steady pace 
@ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Introduce some 
gentle stretching 
exercises to 
encourage 
flexibility & core 
stability. 

Make sure that 
you are 
conducting a 
proper recovery 
regime after each 
training session. 

  

Make sure you 
rest and recover 
well after your 
ride. 

Consider energy 
drinks and food; 
prepare to try some 
different brands on 
your rides in the 
next few weeks. 

Think about 
varying the route 
to inject some 
variation and 
possibly introduce 
some gentle 
climbs 

Ride with a 
friend. Consider 
joining a cycling 
club and find out 
about leisure 
rides, It’s more 
fun & sociable to 
ride with a group. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
4 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1 hr   1 hr   1 - 1.5 hrs 2 hrs 

Instructions   

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Easy week 
.Stretching 
session - consider 
joining a yoga or 
Pilates class. 

Steady ride, relax 
and enjoy- no 
hard efforts. 
Choose a new 
route. 

  
Steady pace- 
relax and enjoy 

    

Steady pace- not 
out of breath. 
Ride with friends 
or club. Don't get 
carried away with 
other peoples 
speed if too fast. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
5 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1 hr   1 hr   2 hrs 2 - 2.5 hrs 

Instructions 
 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90-95 rpm - 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm,- 
followed by 10 
mins easy @ 
80rpm,- then 5 
mins brisk @ 110 
rpm, - warm 
down for 20 mins 
to a steady pace 
@ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
@ 95-100 rpm. 
Try some efforts 
on the hills - keep 
pedalling over the 
top. 

Ride with friends 
or club. Keep 
cadence smooth 
and constant. 

Notes 

This week 
consider rest and 
recovery routine. 
Important to re-
fuel immediately 
after your ride, 
use a recovery 
drink, or have a 
protein and 
carbohydrate rich 
meal. 

Steady pace- will 
need to add a few 
miles on to 
training route as 
will be increasing 
speed slightly 
from this week. 

  

Try and keep the 
efforts constant. 
Rest and re-fuel 
afterwards. 

  
Make sure you 
rest and re-fuel 
after the ride. 

Make sure you 
rest and re-fuel 
after the ride. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
6 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1.5 hr   1hr 15   2hr 2.5hr 

Instructions   

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90 - 95rpm - 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm followed 
by,10 mins easy 
@ 80rpm, then 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm, then 10 
mins easy @ 80 
rpm, 5 mins brisk 
@ 110rpm, and 
finally warm down 
for 20 mins 
steady @ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
@ 95-100 rpm. 
Try some efforts 
on the hills - keep 
pedalling over the 
top. 

Ride with friends 
or club. Keep 
cadence smooth 
and constant. 

Notes 

Consider your 
clothing- shorts, 
base layers, 
shoes. If you are 
going to change 
things do it now 
and get used to 
new gear. 

Adapt your 
training route to 
increase distance. 

  

Try and keep the 
efforts constant 
and concentrate 
on cadence. Rest 
and re-fuel 
afterwards. 

  
Keep cadence 
smooth up hill 
and over the top. 

 Rest and re-fuel 
straight away. 
Make sure you're 
checking your 
bike and cleaning 
it regularly 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
7 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1 hr   1.5  hr   2 - 2.5 hrs 3 hr 

Instructions   

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90 - 95rpm - 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm followed by,8 
mins easy @ 
80rpm, then 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm, then 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm, and 
finally warm down 
for 20 mins 
steady @ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Check your bike- 
including tyres, 
brake and gear 

cables. 

Steady pace   

Reduce recovery 
time in interval 
session to further 
increase 
anaerobic 
capacity 

  

concentrate on 
cadence and 
smooth riding 
position 

Ride with friends 
or club. Include 
one "tea 
stop".15-20 mins. 
Rest and re-fuel 
when you get 
home straight 
away. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
8 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY REST DAY Cycling 
Duration   1 - 1.5 hr   1 - 1.5 hr     3.5hr 

Instructions   

Steady ride. 
Enjoy the bike 
ride for what it is 
and don't go 
hard! 

        

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Easy week. Think 
about drinking 
and eating on 
bike - practice 
this week. 
Stretching session 
- yoga or Pilates 
class. 

Relaxed ride -use 
a different route 
for a change. 
Take a friend. 

  

Relax and enjoy. 
Practice using 
bottle while riding 
and taking energy 
bars out of back 
pocket. 

    

Ride with friends 
or club. Include a 
tea stop. Eat and 
drink on the bike. 
Practice a good 
recovery routine 
when you get 
home. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
9 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1.5 hr   1.5 hr   2hr 4hr 

Instructions   

Steady pace, 
Increase your 
cadence up the 
hills, sitting in 
saddle as long as 
possible.  

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90 - 95rpm - 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm followed by,8 
mins easy @ 
80rpm, then 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm, then 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm, 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm and 
finally warm down 
for 20 mins 
steady @ 90 rpm 

  

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Steady paced ride 
- try not to get 
out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

Notes 

Think about your 
event you are 
aiming for. Check 
the route to see 
how much 
climbing is 
involved. Plan a 
route to include 
as many hills as 
possible to 
practice on. 

Make sure to 
keep speed going 
right over the top 
of hill. 

  

Make sure you 
warm down well 
and then 
implement your 
recovery routine.  

  
Steady pace, Vary 
your route for a 
change. 

Steady pace ride 
with group or 
club. Have one 
stop-15 mins. Eat 
and drink on bike. 
Good recovery 
routine at home. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
10 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1.5 hr   1.5 hr   3hr 4hr 

Instructions   

Steady paced 
ride - try not to 
get out of breath. 
Pedal @90-95rpm 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90 - 95rpm - 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm followed 
by,8 mins easy @ 
80rpm, then 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm, then 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm, 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm and 
finally warm 
down for 20 mins 
steady @ 90 rpm 

  

Steady pace, 
keep your 
cadence high, 
concentrate on 
climbing 
smoothly.  

Ride with group 
or club. Have one 
tea stop - 15 
mins.  

Notes 

With 3 weeks to 
go to goal-more 
time on bike to 
build up to 
hardest ride 2 
weeks before 
event. 

Use regular 
route-You should 
notice you are 
going up the hills 
quicker and 
easier. 

  

Increase speed in 
interval session. 
Make sure to 
warm down well 
and do recovery 
routine 

  

Remember to 
drink and eat on 
ride.  Good 
recovery routine. 

Eat and drink on 
ride. Good 
recovery routine. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
11 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1.5 hr   1.5hr   3hr 4.5hr 

Instructions 
 

Steady pace ride 
- increase effort 
by pedalling 
faster not by 
using a bigger 
gear. 

  

20 mins warm up 
at a steady pace 
of 90 - 95rpm - 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm followed 
by,8 mins easy @ 
80rpm, then 5 
mins brisk @110 
rpm, then 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm, 8 mins 
easy @ 80 rpm, 5 
mins brisk @ 
110rpm and 
finally warm 
down for 20 mins 
steady @ 90 rpm 

  
Steady pace, 
keep cadence 
high. 

Ride with group. 
Have one tea 
stop. Keep 
cadence high. 
Keep going over 
the hills. 

Notes 

Take it easy - 
your legs will be 
a bit sore after 
the weekend. 
Keep up with 
stretching 
activities. 

Stretch and 
recover 

  

Last interval 
session before 
event so make it 
hurt! Make sure 
you recover 
properly when 
finished. 

  

Go with a group if 
possible. Practice 
good recovery 
routine. Very 
important at this 
stage of the 
event 
preparation. 

Last big ride 
before event so 
enjoy it! Feel 
good about 
getting to this 
point in good 
shape. 
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  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 
12 

  REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling REST DAY Cycling Cycling 
Duration   1-1.5 hr   1.5 hr   1 hr   

Instructions   
Steady pace. 
Keep cadence 
high. 

  

Steady pace, 
throw in a few 
sprints up the 
hills to break up 
ride. 

  

Have a nice light 
spin. Enjoy a bike 
ride at an easy 
pace. 

THE 
EVENT 

Notes 

Week before 
target event. This 
week riding will 
be more gentle 
but still 
consistent. 
Ensure your bike 
is ready and you 
have all your kit 
and fuel sorted 
this week to save 
any last minute 
panics. 

    
Go with a friend. 
Don't forget good 
recovery routine 

  

Nothing you do 
today will help 
tomorrow except 
making sure 
you're relaxed in 
the knowledge 
that you have 
done all you can 
by way of 
preparation for 
the big target 
event. 

Enjoy the event. 
Make sure you 
pace yourself. 

 


